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Abstract
Currently, there is no formal method of collecting valuable tacit knowledge especially on MILOBS which they gained through experiences and formal training skills. The problem arises when the MILOBS have come to the end of their service in which they will bring along the knowledge. Furthermore, these issues become crucial when the knowledge is not fully transferred to the new person in charge. Therefore, there is a need to extract the tacit knowledge through a systematic approach. The approach in developing a new framework as a guideline combines elements of Data Information Knowledge and Wisdom (DIKW) hierarchy. In short, DIKW hierarchy can help us to understand more about MILOBS’ tacit knowledge. The objective of this paper is to interpret knowledge and wisdom in the DIKW hierarchy into the knowledge based framework with situational awareness analysis. The findings of this study are to propose a new framework and to improve the traditional model of knowledge creation on Nonaka’s model by adding the element of situational awareness and wisdom.
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Introduction
Knowledge is information that has been learned, in other words, knowledge is information in action (Zakaria, 2013). Knowledge based (KB) is a process that help organisation to deploy important knowledge which is part of the individual memory, usually in the form of unstructured format. In order for an individual to be successful, knowledge must exist in a format that can be exchanged among person and it also must be able to grow as well (Wan Yusof, Zakaria, & Zainol, 2016). According to Gamble and Blackwell (2001), knowledge can be described as processed information on sets of experiences, values, contextual information, expert insight, and grounded intuition which can lead to
derive new information and practices. In many knowledge theories (Nonaka, 1994, 2008), knowledge can be categorized into explicit and tacit knowledge. Knowledge that has been documented is called as explicit whereas knowledge which is based on undocumented lesson learnt, experiences and training skills is known as tacit knowledge (Nohuddin & Zainol, 2014; Zainol et al., 2017b; Zainol et al., 2017a). Similarly, in Military domain, knowledge also can be categorized into (i) explicit and (ii) tacit knowledge. In the military context, the explicit military knowledge is often discussed as knowledge that can easily articulated, codified, accessed and stored into various media forms such as (i) Doctrine, (ii) Tactics, Techniques and Procedures (TTPs), etc. (Nohuddin et al., 2010).

This study applies a combination of two (2) models namely the Nonaka’s and the Endley’s model. This study relates to how the relationship between knowledge and wisdom in DIKW knowledge hierarchy is adopted through both models. Therefore, the combined result of both models has become a guide to collect the experiences of Military Observers (MILOBS) in the face of critical situations faced in the field during peacekeeping operations and the actions they have taken to deal with such situations.

Military Observers
Most militaries of the world are routinely called to undertake operations under the ‘Military Operations Other Than War (MOOTW)’ concept. The main objectives of these operations are focused on deterring war, resolving conflict, promoting peace, and supporting civil authorities in response to domestic crisis. MOOTW may involve elements of both combat and noncombat forces to undertake operations in peacetime, conflict and even during war time situations.

One such major operation under MOOTW is peacekeeping operations. Since the formation of the United Nations in 1945, the first peacekeeping involving MILOBS was in 1948 to monitor the ceasefire in Palestine. Later on, the first deployment of military troops to keep the peace was undertaken during the Suez Canal crisis in Egypt in 1956 (Koops, MacQueen, Tardy & Williams, 2015).

The United Nations undertakes peace keeping operations all over the world. The purpose of these missions range from peacebuilding, to peacekeeping and peace enforcement. Currently, there are over 16 peacekeeping missions throughout the world in locations where there border issues, intra-state conflicts and other humanitarian crises (United Nations, 2017). Besides the placement of United Nations civilian staff and police personnel, peace keeping missions require large numbers of military officers and troops from different nations to be deployed to undertake various functions in some of the most hostile environments.

These military officers and troops are generally deployed under two categories; 1) as peacekeeping troops deployed with weapons and other armament, and 2) MILOBS (usually officers) without weapons. By and large, the majority of military officers function as multinational MILOBS. They are required to be unarmed, wear national military uniforms, UN shoulder patch and blue berets. These officers are usually of the rank between Captain to Colonel. They receive extensive training at international peacekeeping training centers prior to their deployment to serve under the UN banner.

At the mission area, MILOBS as peacekeepers operate in small teams. Their main role is to deploy in conflict zones to patrol and report on the observance of peace agreements signed by the two or more warring factions. Some of the main tasks assigned to MILOBS are as follows (Government of Canada, 2017):

i. to monitor and report on the military situation in their area of responsibility; and
ii. to investigate and document alleged violations of ceasefires or other military arrangements.
iii. disarming and demobilizing belligerent forces;
iv. supervising the collection and destruction of weapons; and 
v. assisting election teams.
vi. other task which includes negotiation, escorting, search operations, show of force and cordon.

Besides these tasks, MILOBS are also responsible for building and maintaining relationships with people living in the mission area, especially community leaders and police. In this role, they provide liaisons between the mission and elements of the host government. MILOBS also advise aid agencies on security in their area of operations and help to defuse potential conflicts between hostile factions.

**DIKW Hierarchy**

Data (or more accurately a datum) is a collection of facts, measurement and statistics, value, and by itself this has no meaning (Cooper, 2014). Data is symbols that represent properties of objects, events and their environments. Data itself is of no value until it is transformed into a relevant form (Fricke, 2008). Data are defined as symbols that represent properties of objects, events and their environment (Rowley, 2007). This indicates that the data is something that has not been processed or raw facts.

When data is placed in a context it acquires meaning which is structured and organised as the result of cognitive processing and validation becomes information (Cooper, 2014). Information is inferred from data (Rowley, 2007). Information can also be inferred from data, it does not have to be immediately available. Information is relevant data, together with, on occasions, the results of inferences from that relevant data (Frické, 2009). In conclusion, information is something that has been processed and has a meaning as a result from processing of the raw data.

Knowledge based (KB) is a process that help organisation to manipulate important knowledge which is part of the individual memory, usually in the form of unstructured format. In order for an individual to be successful, knowledge must exist in a format that can be exchanged among person and it also must be able to grow as well. Knowledge is often referred to "know about" meaning explicit knowledge. There are how individuals familiar with the existing knowledge in their mind. Other than that, the individual should have a desire to "know how" meaning implicit knowledge. There is how individuals turn an existing knowledge into reality. Conclusion for relationship "know about" and "know how" it has triggered "knowledge" of the individual self as shown in figure 1.
Wisdom is the process by which we discern right from wrong and good from bad (Cooper, 2014). Wisdom is often placed at the highest level of abstraction in the knowledge pyramid which is one individual has ability to make the decision beyond the possibility. Rowley & Slack (2009) stated that wisdom is embedded in or exhibited through action; involves the sophisticated and sensitive use of knowledge; is often exhibited through decision making; and involves the exercise of judgment in complex real-life situations.

Figure 2 presents the model of traditional knowledge pyramid. Data, for instance, is considered to be unprocessed raw facts. Meanwhile information is considered to be data that has been processed in some meaningful ways. Next, knowledge is considered to be information that has been processed in some meaningful ways and wisdom is considered to be knowledge that has been processed in some meaningful way (Anand & Singh, 2011).
The Application of Knowledge Hierarchy on Nonaka’s Model

An organisation creates knowledge through the interactions between explicit knowledge and tacit knowledge (Nonaka, Toyama, & Konno, 2000). According to Nonaka, the interaction between these two (2) types of knowledge is known as knowledge conversion. In this conversion process, the explicit and tacit knowledge expand in both quantity and quality. Figure 3 shows four (4) modes of knowledge conversion. The first mode is a socialisation from tacit knowledge to tacit knowledge. Second mode is externalisation from tacit knowledge to explicit knowledge. The third mode is a combination from explicit knowledge to explicit knowledge and finally, the last mode is internalisation from explicit knowledge to tacit knowledge.

Figure 3: Nonaka’s SECI Model adopted from (Nonaka, 1995)

The processes in Nonaka’s model and interpretation using an example from this research are illustrated in Figure 4. Socialisation is interpreted as a transform tacit knowledge in the Malaysian MILOBS mind to researcher’s tacit knowledge. For externalisation interpretation, it is a recorded data which has been written. Meanwhile for the combination, the data is converted into meaningful information. Then for internalisation, user requirement will produce for next candidates of military observer for their additional reference.
The Application of Wisdom Hierarchy on Endsley’s Model

The Endsley’s model (Endsley, 1995) as a situational awareness model is shown in Figure 5. Meanwhile, Figure 6 illustrates the application of wisdom hierarchy on Endsley’s model. Situational awareness model consists of three (3) levels: Level 1 is a perception of the elements in the environment. Level 2 is about comprehension of the current situation and final level is a projection of future status. The application of wisdom hierarchy was applied on level 3 that is comprehension.
Interpretation of Knowledge and Wisdom Hierarchy into Our Research

The combination of these two (2) models was proposed by Wan Yusof et al. (2016) (see Figure 7) namely the model of Nonaka and Endsley model. Referring to the figures, Endsley model was combined within an externalisation and combination mode. There are three (3) levels of Endsley model which are perception level 1, level 2 comprehension and level 3 projection. Based on the interpretation of this study, level 1 is dealing with "observe the environment". While for level 2 is dealing with "understand each situation" and in level 3 is "list the possible action" (Wan Yusof et al., 2016).

During the process of conversion mode within externalisation and combination, researcher will collect the tacit knowledge with respect to situational awareness of a situation faced by the MILOB before entering the combination mode. For example, the situation is about the culture for local’s people requesting for money. Based on the MILOBS’ perception, everything that local’s people helped, they will ask for money. For the comprehension level, MILOB understands that it is because local’s people lack of money will lead them to ask for money on every help given. So, based on their wisdom on projection’s level, the actions that MILOBS takes are provide small change that will be used for anything that will need their help. And if they do not want to give money, cigarettes will be given.
Figure 7: The application of wisdom into the combination on Nonaka’s and Endsley’s model adapted from Nonaka and Endsley's (1995)

For the combination level, the data is converted into meaningful information. For the last mode that is internalisation, the meaningful data will be a user requirement for the next candidates of MILOB for their additional references.

Future Research
This framework will be tested on Malaysian MILOBS to collect their tacit knowledge based on the situational awareness in the peacekeeping operations. The scope of this knowledge will focus on eight (8) core areas in peacekeeping operations such as, patrolling, negotiation, control of movement, observing and monitoring, escorting, search operations, show of force and cordon. The methodology approach for this research is a qualitative research with in-depth interview technique.

Conclusion
The wisdom in this study involves how a person is facing a situation and is able to list some actions that are appropriate and decide what is best for the situation. The combination of both models i.e. Nonaka and Endsley as a framework that will serve as a guideline for researchers to collect MILOB’s experiences. The findings from this data collection will be made as a user requirement for other MILOBS in the future for their additional references in addition to the notes provided by the United Nations (UN).
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